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Triptych
Colin Corkey

T

WO years ago I received an unexpected phone call
from a painter and colleague to tell me he had just
found an old newspaper cutting from 1916. It contained a photograph of a First World War chaplain. He told
me that when he and his wife were clearing out her elderly
mother’s house they had come across an old cardboard box
at the back of a cupboard and in it they discovered cuttings
and photographs of First World War casualties. One of
these, the photograph of the army chaplain, caught his attention as the caption underneath it read,
‘Rev D. S. Corkey B.A.
Wounded in France.’
I knew immediately that this was my great uncle, who had
served with some distinction as a chaplain in the First
World War. Commended for his courage he was mentioned
in ‘Dispatches’ and had been seriously wounded. This find
was all the more intriguing as it had lain undiscovered for
100 years and, as far as we were aware, there was never any
connection between our respective families.
My colleague by this stage had already built up a substantial body of work, paintings and drawings of First World
War casualties, researching the archives of the Imperial War
Museum in London, in preparation for a commemorative
‘end of War’ exhibition. Following the discovery of the photograph I was invited to paint a triptych representing my
relative as a significant part of the exhibition.
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The Triptych: Introduction
Prior to embarking on this project, my knowledge of my
Great Uncle David was scanty but valuable. My father
spoke often of him, recalling his fond memories of a delightful character, fun loving and a great sportsman. He had
a deep sensitivity and love for nature, amazing courage and
a unique sense of humour.
In preparation for this exhibition, through research, the study
of my Great Uncle’s biography, which includes vast portions
of his war diaries and other sources, I can now more fully
conjure up an all-round, exceptional human being who embodied all these traits and much more. He was an avid reader,
thorough in theological matters, a man of relentless energy
which he expended on improving the plight of impoverished
and vulnerable people, and one who showed formidable
courage at the expense of his own wellbeing and safety.
Underpinning all this was a profound, unshakeable Christian faith, driven, not by biblical dogmatic fundamentalism,
but by a self-sacrificial love which touched everyone with
whom he came into contact. This no doubt enabled him to
reach out to those troubled souls he encountered, not only
during his war experiences, but also in his earlier work at
home in the poorer areas of Belfast with the Shankill Road
Mission. At this time he and his sister Mary took a little
house in Percy Street between the Shankill and the Falls –->
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so that he could live and work among the people, and then
later in his own congregation in Dundrod. David’s natural
empathy, along with a deep understanding of the essence of
Christianity was, I’m sure, what endeared him to so many.

Central Panel: ‘The Photograph’
From the outset of the project it was the discovery of a photograph that was to be my principal focus. So I concentrated
my efforts on a small unassuming newspaper cutout from
1916 that had lain untouched in a cardboard box at the back
of a cupboard for 100 years.
The central panel is therefore still-life based, rendered in careful, meticulous detail in order to emphasise the blemishes, the
aged discolouration including the ‘badly’ cut edging and fading print. This was painted on to an already prepared
‘ground’ made up of numerous paper fragments from three
specific books of the Bible: Psalms, Matthew and John. My
intention was to represent something of the diversity of
David’s huge personality and I felt that these particular books
reflected three of the many facets to his character, (a) his love
of music and the arts, (b) his profound understanding of the
essence of Christianity and (c) his breadth and depth of
knowledge in theological matters. The music and poetry of
the Psalms seemed an appropriate choice coupled with the
fact that they were allegedly composed and performed by his
Biblical namesake. The Gospel of St Matthew contains in its
entirety ‘The Sermon on the Mount’. In this succinct passage
of Biblical teaching lies arguably the essence of Christianity,
while the book of St John presents an objective and more
philosophical approach on the life of Christ’s ministry.
This apparently ‘broken’ fragmented surface helped to pave
the way into a more emphatic ‘cubist’ style which would later
predominate in the left hand panel. A light staining was finally applied to the entire surface of the central panel. This semitransparent glaze mix included clay from Dundrod, retrieved
from beneath the oldest tree in the manse garden with which
David would well have been familiar.

Left Hand Panel: ‘The Blessing’
As a painter I am all too aware of the pitfalls of over planning. For me, having preconceived ideas of the final result
would mean the creative process would be dead before it even
started, and through experience I’ve learned that having respect for the autonomous nature of a painting is one of the
preconditions for a successful outcome. So I felt in my heart
that each stage of the process would ‘light the way’
for the next. Not only that but I was somewhat surprised by
the frequency of coincidences and connections that occurred
during the whole process.
It was, however, with a certain reservation that I approached
the first of the side panels. From the beginning I was determined to avoid at all costs any attempts in a pictorial sense to
depict or illustrate the indescribable horrors of the Great War.
The renowned war artist Paul Nash said that it was impossible even for him as a painter to describe the horrors he witnessed. So for reasons of avoiding presumption and pretentiousness on my part, coupled with the fact that events have
been well documented by the great war artists of the day, I
turned to the war poets as a means of approach. I was convinced from the start that a poetic foundation was always
going to lie at the source of the work, but even considering
much of the powerfully evocative language from the likes of
Wilfred Owen, Isaac Rosenberg, David Jones and others, who

in their images portray such horrors, I still felt uncomfortable
as regards my inadequacy in rendering something that would
do justice to the task in hand.
Ever since my student days I have been intrigued by the poem
The Waste Land by T.S. Eliot. It has always been beyond my
intellectual grasp, especially the obscurity of the language and
the juxtaposition of the disparate elements. Despite these
problems, or possibly because of them, I was aware that the
poem communicated something of the turmoil in society – a
nation ill at ease with itself. A further reason for my choice
has something to do with an undercurrent of a sound that has
stayed with me: a beat, a heartbeat, regular and irregular, and
the music that emanates from the language, harmonious and
discordant. The narrative or narratives, therefore, are subservient to a more profound ‘sound’. In a recent appraisal of
The Waste Land the poet Jorie Graham, reflecting Eliot’s own
thoughts, stated that one should “suspend the desires of the
conceptual intellect – the desire to know who’s speaking,
where you are, what they’re about – and read with your ear,
read with your body”. So I felt some degree of confidence
that the poetry of The Waste Land would provide an appropriate ‘ground’ for the left hand panel and would facilitate an
entry, a way in, to embark on the second stage of the triptych.
I began by collecting an assortment of cheap quality waste
papers and proceeded to use these on which to hand write the
entire poem. This helped me to become a little more familiar
with the language while much of its meaning still remained
obscure. I tore the irregular sheets into random pieces and
pasted them onto the panel in a haphazard but considered
arrangement – the resulting effect creating further disjointed
phrases and words.
Once the ground had been laid, I began to detect elements of
a ‘Cubist’ nature emerging. In 1915 a young French soldier
named Gaudier-Brzeska was killed in action in the Trenches.
He was only 23 years of age, but as an artist working in London he had already established a reputation in the art world
for his radical, progressive work, assisting the development of
painting and sculpture in the 20th century. He was a leading
light in the English Vorticist movement that included influential figures such as Wyndham Lewis, Ezra Pound and Jacob
Epstein. Vorticism, which is an offshoot of Cubism, emphasises in a painting or sculpture a central energy force that runs
through the work. Gaudier left an astonishingly vast body of
paintings, sculpture and drawings, astonishing for one so
young and at the beginning of his career. Part of my thinking
from here on was influenced by that central force of energy.
At the same time the appearance of a saint-like figure seemed
to emerge out of the surrounding ‘confusion’.
This I felt would be an appropriate visual metaphor for the
chaplain administering blessing to the wounded and suffering.
A certain emphasis on the verticals and horizontals in relation
to the central figure helps, I feel, to convey a further sense of
peace and stillness. Another unanticipated feature emerged
out of the confusion. This was the suggestion of a cross that
appeared to give structure or skeletal support to the apparent
instability of the painting. I proceeded therefore to apply a
little more emphasis in specific areas by a lightening of tone.
The word ‘Shantih’ from the ancient Indian Sanskrit language
concludes ‘The Waste Land’. The word is etched into and
burnt across the fingers and palm of the ‘saint’s’ right hand.
‘The peace which passeth understanding’ would seem to –->
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be a suitable counterbalance to the unimaginable suffering of
warfare. Both are beyond comprehension.

Right Hand Panel: ‘The Tree of Life’
Each panel of the triptych represents my Great Uncle David
in three different modes. This third panel is also essentially
symbolic but more graphic in its portrayal, the visual
metaphor of the wounded tree being the main feature. In
Michael Longley’s latest collection ‘Angel Hill’ there is a lovely couplet at the start of his short poem ‘The Storm’ - “Windwounded, lopsided now/Our mighty beech has lost an arm.”
The tree, although damaged, continues to provide shelter, a
place of refuge, comfort and peace. David was taking shelter
from a barrage of enemy shelling in a little dressing station
hut along with another chaplain friend when it was hit by a
shell, resulting in him losing his left arm. After five months
recuperation at home he returned to the Trenches. He had
tried to encourage his parishioners to appoint another minister in his place as he felt it unfair to leave them for so long
without one. But such was the love and respect the people of
Dundrod had for him that they insisted on keeping his position open for his eventual return.
In order to reflect something of the many attributes of this
remarkable person and after much consideration I began by
copying out numerous extracts from his war diaries. These
handwritten scripts dwelt not only on the dreadful events
experienced at the time, but also those little gems such as the
beauty of the natural world, the sounds of birdsong, along
with those frequent snippets of humour. As in the two previous panels these were then torn into smaller pieces and applied over the entire surface, again creating a broken, fragmented ‘ground’. Some are quite legible while others are partially or completely hidden by overlay, thus alluding to the
fact that so many of those who experienced the horrors of the
Great War rarely if ever spoke of them during their lifetime.
The tree may also refer to the cross of the Crucifixion, or the
universal ‘Tree of Life’ and its mystical and magical connotations within many cultures, carrying with it all its associations
of physical, emotional and spiritual healing. The hints of
colour emerging may point to happier times ahead as the war
would soon be over. As with both the first and second panel,
I again made use of some Dundrod clay from the manse
garden, forging ever closer links to David’s ‘home patch’.
Echoes and influences running through this panel range from
Graham Sutherland’s Welsh landscapes of the 1930s which
portray a certain anonymous presence in his intriguing organic forms, to the highly charged emotional pastoral scenes by
the 19th century visionary painter Samuel Palmer.
In order to adhere to a quieter and more contemplative mood
I introduced the figure at the base of the tree. A single image
can represent thousands. A 15th century drawing of the Pieta
by the Flemish artist Simon Marmion portrays a very moving
and quietly contemplative image of the dead Christ on his
Mother’s lap, underplayed, yet full of pathos. By including a
figure that may represent an exhausted or wounded soldier,
my intention was that it would also be read as an integral
part of the tree, thus further cementing the close relationship
between the chaplain and his people.

• Triptych is part of a two person art installation by Leslie
Nicholl and Colin Corkey. Entitled God is on Leave, it is
currently in the Long Gallery, North Down Museum, Bangor,
Co. Down, and continues until the end of January 2019.
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Ireland’s Emergency
Powers - ‘The Starvation
Order’ – with a Flogging
Order attached (in Verse)
THE Starvation Order was harsh to say the least
There goes the old saying
‘Beggars breed while rich men feed’
This archaic Order was enacted by the Irish Parliament
On the 2nd September 1939
The very next day the Government was to have sweeping powers
They had laid it on the line
These affected Press, movement of person, Correspondence and other things
Young girls in the family of so called deserters
Like me have witnessed the result
Of what pain these laws did bring
Such laws did punish us who were related to family
members
Who joined the British Army
These brave Irishmen went off to battle against the
enemy
Donned their British uniform and walked into battle
calmly
Shaking hands they said `goodbye`
Wondering if their family they would ever see again
What can be said of these courageous men?
During the period of the `Emergency`
Many workers were quickly drafted in
Especially in the Department of Posts and Telegraphs
This was to check the security issues
Convinced that never would they do things in half
Threats of an invasion was hot on their minds
Parish Councils were set up here and there
To monitor any uprisings one did find
Tea was smuggled in big time
Sometimes a hearse was used to create the crime
Because of the rationing tea and flour
Were high on the smuggler`s list
There were fast and furious clashes
Between the smuggler and the Revenue fist to fist
Lots of flour was lost in the affray
Many Revenue persons were lost in these far off days
As a child starved by the Catholic and State
No one was there for me
When my father stole food for me to feed on
He was sentenced to 6 months bread and water in Limerick Jail
The only one who ever loved me – now he was gone
Starved for 6 months for what did he have to atone?
When he was released he was just skin and bone
It was a criminal offence to nourish me
This Order was enacted to bring about my early death
I have survived against all odds
In spite of the contempt I have met.

Doctor Rogers, Prisoner of War number 9294

